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Abstract: Crisis Management is the choosing of an organized process, that is reasonably cost effective, in order to
lessen certain threats facing the organization or company. It is a process coupled with the principle of sustainability. It
is a measuring process, and one used to evaluate threats, and develop a strategy to manage it. These strategies include
moving the threats elsewhere, avoiding them, and decreasing their negative impact, and accepting some or all of its
effects. It indicates two options one which can occur. Undoubtedly the cases whereby there is only one chance are the
cases where there are no threats. They are occurrences and events threaten the realization of goals, and could have a
negative impact on the continuation of the work, thus making the crisis management a real art undertaken with
competence, professionalism and experience. Threats are the chance that a company could face unexpected and
unplanned losses, or could make the anticipated revenues fluctuate.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As organizations operating in today's society, it would at one time or the other witness instability in which the impacts
of event(s) threaten its operations, survivals or reputation of organisations. The ability of such organization to
successfully craft strategies to manage such crisis is what differentiate an organization that is able to manage instability
state of affairs from another organization that allows such horrible state to dampen its strategic objectives [1]. Crisis
management is therefore seen as the provision of an organization’s preplanned, rapid response capability supported by
a leadership, information management and communications capacity in an integrated fashion to enable fast decision
making at a strategic level within a structured environment, and thereby allowing for effective recovery and protecting
an organization’s survival or reputation [2]. Also, it is imperative for the management to ensure that disasters do not
happen or that the impact of critical situations be minimized [4].
A crisis is an unexpected event that causes stress, requires intervention, and mandates proper planning to ensure
survival and sustainability in business [6]. These unplanned events may develop from natural disasters, terrorist
activities, human error, or defective machinery. Damage to buildings, transportation devices, land, people, or finances
could cause business operations to cease at a moment’s notice. An organizational crisis involves a threat to the
business, the element of surprise, and requires immediate decisions from company leaders [7].
II.
a.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Organizational Crisis Management

With the increase in frequency and complexity of organizational crises, the need for planned efforts to mitigate crisis
events has become a serious concern for organizations. It is important to learn quickly from crisis events that actually
occur. Organizational crisis management is understood as a series of procedures used to sustain or resume normal
business operations, minimize stakeholder loss, and use learning to improve crisis management processes [8]. Crisis
management typically includes steps that help to identify potential crisis signals or indicators, planning strategies,
response coordination, and recovery plans. Heath (1998) observed that Western organizations typically adopted a fourstage model: prevention, preparation, response, and recovery PPRR. He viewed this model as interactive with
opportunities for ongoing learning. Learning is considered as an axiomatic and critical recurrent feature of the majority
of crisis management models. Among various models of crisis management, the one that was initially proposed by [10]
appears to be the most comprehensive and representative of earlier and more current model articulations. Therefore, a
brief review of each component in their model is provided. A full review of the crisis management model and related
research can be found [11].
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b.

Effect of Crisis management on business

Consistent with the findings of the literature review on Product [8], we found very few articles related to global crisis
management. It is important to note the scope of this review reflects the focus of the call for this special issue. The
scope is defined by studies that examine crises across different countries, what we can call comparative crisis research,
as well as issues related to crisis management at multinationals. This differs from contextual crisis research that
examines crisis management and communication practices in one country. Contextual crises seek to illumine practices
that are country-specific and constitute a much larger body of research [14]. We are looking for research on how
companies cope with crises that emerge in more than one country, and how multinationals are impacted by crisis
management. For instance, an international crisis might involve the home country and one or more host countries or
appear in number of host countries [15]. Based on our review of articles published in the 16 ISI listed journals we
identified only eight articles.
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Reason

It is in the internal environment (Managers Characteristics, Managers
experience, Organizational characteristics).

in the external environment (Competitors ,Customers, Principles and values,
Owners, natural disasters. Government and trade unions

Weak physical and human potential.

The objectives of the organization are unclear Job fear

Conflict of interests among employees

Weak information system and decision-making system

Improper administrative leadership

Do not conduct periodic reviews of different situations

Weak relations between employees in the organization

Inadequate planning, training and development to deal with crises

A misunderstanding (lack of information) Which leads to impulsive decisionmaking or to judge a matter, before you find the truth.

Poor cognition, cognition represents the stage of assimilation of information
that can be obtained, the estimated judgment on things presented, If the perception is
not correct, or resulted from the overlap of vision, It leads to a lack of safety direction
decided by the commander of the administrative entity.

Misjudgment and poor evaluation, and fails optimism, which is one of the
most common causes of crises in all areas, It happens from two sides: Exaggeration,
overuse, And overconfident. For example, (to confront a party with another party
knowing in advance of the inability to confront).

Misjudgment of the power of the other party, and underestimating it, and
reducing the party’s complacency to another party, at the same time,

this party knows that the other side has the power.

Human errors: such as complacency, lack of motivation, lack of interest in
work, when you do not understand the relationship between different variables, this
helps the occurrence of the crisis, Such as ignoring available information, because its
confuse decision-maker, In this case follow what he likes to follow.

Distorting information, by focusing on the information that the individual
need or the department, and denied and ignored any other information.

Conflict of objectives, and this occurs through the difference of vision, and
ambitions between the decision-maker and the implementer beneficiary, which are
related to the crisis, they are as follows:

Decision creator is an individual who prepares, compiles and analyzes data
and information.

The decision-maker: a person who holds power in decision-making in
accordance with the organizational structure of the administrative entity, which is
responsible for the safety of this decision.

Decision executor: The individual entrusted with the process of carrying out
the necessary operational procedures for the implementation of the decision taken.

Beneficiary of the decision: the individual to whom the decision was applied,
and represents the majority that surrounds the administrative entity.

Randomization management: This type of management does not function as a
gain for crises It also destroys the administrative entity. Random management is based
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on ignorance Encouraging deviations from the organization’s main objective, and
relying on trends and the personal views of the manager, leading to the loss of the
future vision.

Conflict of objectives: This occurs as a result of divergence of vision,
ambition and objectives between implementers Decision in the administrative entity
and decision maker, leading to multiple trends or Slowdown in the implementation of
decisions, and the collapse of confidence in the decision-maker and thus exacerbate
the crisis and increased intensity of the crisis.

Conflict of interest: one of the most important causes of crises at the local
level or international, as each State, group or individual has different interests, if these
interests are strongly opposed, the motive for the crisis emerges.

Irritable chaos: Here lies the devastating crisis, and the management which
will be done by the decision-maker according to the dictates of the situation without
prior planning cconspiracy and blackmail: conspiring against the decision-maker and
making it under different pressures that may be paid Towards a crisis, as well as the
desire to blackmail by exploiting erroneous actions and whether it was made by the
decision-maker, whether secret or Known to a few individuals Forcing him to have
more wrongly and more harmfully.

Despair, Despondency and Frustration: because of loss of desire and
motivation for work and development Because of the separation of the individual’s
interest from the interests of the organization.

Rumors: Rumors are launched in a certain way after the recruitment and
briefing it of Incorrect and questionable information, declared at a given time, and
surrounding environment and then prepare them in a certain way, by exploiting a
specific event to explode the crisis.

strength and power show: such as scolding a supervisor in front of his
employees by the manager

III.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION

As stated at the beginning of our article, crises may result in both successes and failures for organizations. We content
that organizations will have more success in dealing with and learning from crises when they consider capability and
learning issues, as crisis management has become a defining feature of contemporary governance. In times of crisis,
communities and members of organizations expect their public leaders to minimize the impact of the crisis at hand,
while critics and bureaucratic competitors try to seize the moment to blame incumbent rulers and their policies. In
extreme environment, policy makers must somehow establish a sense of normality, and foster collective learning from
the crisis experience. In the face of crisis, leaders must deal with the strategic challenges they face, the political risks
and opportunities they encounter, the errors they make, the pitfalls they need to avoid, and the paths away from crisis
they may pursue. The necessity for management is even more significant with the advent of a 24-hour news cycle and
an increasingly internet savvy audience with ever changing technology at its finger tips. Public leaders have a special
responsibility to help safeguard society from the adverse consequences of crisis. Experts in crisis management note to
concern themselves with all crisis phases; the incubation stage, the onset, and the aftermath. Crisis leadership then
involves five critical tasks: sense making, decision making, and meaning making, terminating and learning.
Conclusively, the survival and growth of any business organization depend on its people because a considerable
proportion of the value of an organization is determined not just by the recruitment and training policies adopted by the
organization but also by the way in which the structure and culture of the organization allow strategic human resources
development. Although this task is a very difficult one to accomplish, a first and necessary step towards a remarkable
success in this area begins with a good knowledge of what the employees need in terms of career development. This
enables the organization to adapt its capacities and capabilities to channeling all its available resources towards meeting
these needs in their various forms. Crisis management methods of a business or in an organization are called crisis
management plan. The credibility and reputation of organizations is heavily influenced by the perception of their
responses during crisis situations. The organization and communication involved in responding to a crisis in a timely
fashion makes for a challenge in businesses. There must be open and consistent communication throughout the
hierarchy to contribute to a successful crisis communication process. The related terms emergency management and
business continuity management focus respectively on the prompt but short lined “first aid” type of response (e.g.
putting the fire out) and the longer-term recovery and restoration phases (e.g. moving operations to another site). Crisis
is also a facet of risk management, although it is probably untrue to say that crisis management represents a failure of
risk management since it will never be possible to totally mitigate the chances of catastrophes occurring.
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